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STATUTORY DECLARATION (ADULT)
In conformity with the DHL Carpathian Marathon Official Regulations
The personal data entered in this declaration is used only to gurantee your identity as a participant registered in the race and to
allow you to receive your race participation kit. Your personal data is not used in any other way and is not discolsed to third
parties. The present declaration is archived up to the end of the current year and then properly destroyed.
The undersigned __________________________________________________________________, with personal
identification number ____________________________________________, I hereby confirm my registration in the DHL
Carpathian Marathon event to be held on the 18th of June 2022, according to the DHL Carpathian Marathon Official
Regulations, the Race Guide and the present declaration.
I hereby declare that I fully understand the risks associated with practicing mountain running, including severe injuries,
with possible serious damages to my health or life.
In addition, I hereby declare that I understand the risks I subject myself to, under the following aspects:
• Equipment (watch, T-shirt, telephone, etc.): loss, theft, destruction, tears or wearing down, etc.;
• Health (accidents that may occur before, during or after the event): lessions, fractures, heart-attack, exhaustion,
anafilactic shock, etc.;
• Weather (extreme weather conditions): rain, heat waves, storms, hail, etc.;
• Terrain (dangerous zones on the course): difficult climbs, dangerous descends, mud areas, sudden changes of direction,
etc.;
• Encounters with other traffic participants: cars, carts, ATVs, motorcycles, animals, ambulances, fire-trucks, etc.;
• other: accidents caused by other race participants.
I accord with the aforementioned conditions and, in the offchance of an accident during the event I will take full
responsibility for the incident and will not make any claim for any kind of damages to the organizer.
I take full responsibility with regards to my helath, throughout my participation in the event.
I confirm that I know about the necessity of a careful medical examination prior to the event to certify that I am fully
able to undergo physical effort. The risk of not having one is mine entirely.
I accord that in the case I cannot be present or decide to abandon the race to transmit my decision to the organizers via
the emergency telephone numbers printed on the participation number.
Moreover, I assure the organizer that I will be receptive to advice and directions throughout the events and that I will
abide their decisions.
Also, I will not oppose being disqualified for disrespecting the rules of the competition.
I hereby also declare the following:
➢ the information mentioned above is genuine;
➢ I am physically and medically able to take part in this event;
➢ I have the proper physical, psychological and technical abilities to take part in this event;
➢ I know the juridical implications of taking part in this event and I assume full responsibility on the offchange
of my implication in an accident;
➢ I know that outside the event accessing the course of the event is strictly forbidden in accordance with the
legal provisions and the contract between the organizer and the forest's administration, ROMSILVA.
I accord that by registering in this event, on the offchance of an undesired event, including injuries and damages to the
equipment occurred during the event, to not form any complaints or demands to the organizer.
I confirm reading, understanding of this statement and I accord with the DHL Carpathian Marathon Official
Regulations and the Race Guide.

Signature

Date

